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Abstract 16 
Extreme rainfall events have large impacts on society and are likely to increase in 17 
intensity under climate change. For design and management decisions, particularly 18 
regarding hydraulic works, accurate estimates of precipitation magnitudes are needed 19 
at different durations. In this paper, an objective approach of the Regional Frequency 20 
Analysis (RFA) has been applied to precipitation data for the island of Sicily, Italy. 21 
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Annual maximum series for rainfall with durations of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h from about 22 
130 rain-gauges were used. The RFA has been implemented using Principal 23 
Component Analysis (PCA) followed by a clustering analysis, through the k-means 24 
algorithm, to identify statistically homogeneous groups of stations for the derivation of 25 
regional growth curves. Three regional probability distributions were identified as 26 
appropriate from an initial wider selection of distributions and were compared – the 27 
three parameter Log-Normal distribution (LN3), the Generalized Extreme Value 28 
distribution (GEV), and the Two Component Extreme Value distribution (TCEV). The 29 
regional parameters of these distributions were estimated using L-moments and 30 
considering a hierarchical approach. Finally, assessment of the accuracy of the growth 31 
curves was achieved by means of the relative bias and relative RMSE using a simulation 32 
analysis of regional L-moments. Results highlight that for the lower return periods, all 33 
distributions showed the same accuracy while for higher return periods the LN3 34 
distribution provided the best result. The study provides an updated resource for the 35 
estimation of extreme precipitation quantiles for Sicily through the derivation of growth 36 
curves needed to obtain Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) curves.  37 
 38 
1  Introduction 39 
In recent decades, the development of methods for the modeling and analysis of extreme 40 
rainfall has been considered both as a technical issue, i.e. a tool for civil and 41 
environmental engineers, and as a scientific topic related to the growing attention 42 
addressing the impact of severe weather events and possible relationships with climate 43 
change (Tebaldi et al., 2006). Updating and improving the analyses of observed 44 
extremes, with an emphasis on precipitation, is therefore a strategic activity for the 45 
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assessment of current and future exposure to hazards. 46 
The analysis of extremes based on observational data is strongly influenced by issues 47 
of statistical robustness related to the lack of long, and/or spatially distributed, high 48 
quality historical measurement series, particularly at high temporal resolutions (Westra 49 
et al., 2014). For this reason, the adoption of methods that allow the extraction of the 50 
maximum available information from existing datasets is especially important. For the 51 
statistical analysis of extremes related to hydrological variables measured by means of 52 
point stations, particularly those related to precipitation and river discharge, Regional 53 
Frequency Analysis (RFA) has been established as a useful method for the statistical 54 
characterization of extremes, even where station records are of relatively limited 55 
duration or are unavailable (Hosking and Wallis, 1993). The advantage of the RFA 56 
approach is that the parameters of a probability model may be estimated with a 57 
historical observation dataset, by pooling stations belonging to the same region. 58 
Previous works have demonstrated that such a regional analysis is able to provide 59 
reliable estimates of extreme rainfall quantiles for different return periods even when 60 
the dataset is very small. RFA is also able to resolve the problem of the evaluation of 61 
precipitation extremes at ungauged sites within the same region (Hosking and Wallis, 62 
1988). 63 
The application of RFA to hydrological observations is often coupled with the use of 64 
L-moments to estimate the distribution parameters (alternative approaches typically 65 
include the probability weighted moments (PWMs) method and maximum likelihood 66 
method) (Hosking and Wallis, 2005). L-moments are an alternative system of 67 
describing the shapes of probability distributions. Historically, they arose as 68 
modifications of PWMs (Greenwood et al., 1979). RFA based on L-moments has been 69 
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implemented in several studies of extreme precipitation. Schaefer (1990) used RFA for 70 
the study of annual maximum precipitation in Washington State, USA, identifying a 71 
relationship between the skewness coefficient of homogeneous regions and the 72 
corresponding mean annual precipitation values. Zwiers et al., (1998) used L-moments 73 
to study precipitation data produced by global climate models to compare current 74 
climate to modelled future climate under CO 2  doubling. Fowler and Kilsby (2003) and 75 
Fowler et al., (2005) used L-moments to study observed and future changes in extreme 76 
precipitation in the United Kingdom via RFA, while more recently Yang et al., (2010) 77 
and Ngongondo et al., (2011) used RFA in Asian regions for spatio-temporal pattern 78 
characterization of daily precipitation using the L-moment approach. Elsewhere, 79 
applications for the modeling of flood and rainfall extremes have also been developed 80 
(e.g., Stedinger et al., 1993; Nguyen et al., 1989; Hosking and Wallis 2005; Norbiato 81 
et al., 2007; Noto and La Loggia 2009). 82 
In Italy, RFA has been applied to streamflow and extreme daily and sub-daily rainfall 83 
under the VAPI (VAlutazione delle Piene in Italia; Flood evaluation in Italy) project. 84 
In this project, RFA was applied to different regions: for example, Calabria (Versace et 85 
al., 1989), Sardinia (Cao et al., 1991), Puglia (Copertino et al., 1992), Sicily 86 
(Cannarozzo et al., 1995), Campania (Rossi and Villani, 1994), and Veneto (Villi and 87 
Bacchi, 2001). 88 
The implementation of a RFA implies the representation of the spatial variability of 89 
statistics relative to the frequency distribution. This step has been traditionally 90 
accomplished with the identification of homogeneous regions with reference to sample 91 
statistics. Approaches used to identify homogeneous regions usually consider all the 92 
extremes of a station and apply a spatial clustering procedure to identify regions which 93 
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display similar behaviour (e.g. Maraun et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2014). A typical 94 
approach to support RFA is the analysis of the rainfall characteristics by Principal 95 
Component Analysis (PCA) (e.g., Wigley et al., 1984; Dales and Reed 1989; Neal and 96 
Phillips 2009). Often the PCA is presented along with the application of a clustering 97 
analysis to identify homogeneous regional groups (e.g. Blenkinsop et al., 2008; Parajka 98 
et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2014). 99 
Recently, several approaches, alternative to the classic identification of homogeneous 100 
regions, have been proposed in order to model the spatial distribution of extreme 101 
statistics. Laio et al., (2011) designed a procedure for the regional estimation of flood 102 
frequency curves based on regression models that allow the smooth variation of 103 
statistical parameters among catchments. A methodology based on a spatial bayesian 104 
model has been proposed by Cooley et al., (2007) for the spatial characterization of 105 
frequency distribution parameters and their uncertainty. 106 
Other methods aimed to the identification of homogeneous regions in a regional 107 
frequency analysis have been developed by exploiting some typical meteo-climatic 108 
variables. For example, a number of authors (Satyanarayana and Srinivas, 2011; 109 
Gabriele and Chiaravalloti, 2013) have implemented several regionalization procedures 110 
based on a smooth transition between sites (e. g. using a fuzzy clustering approach) 111 
using large scale atmospheric variables (e.g. Convective Available Potential Energy, Q 112 
vector Divergence, Vertically Integrated Moisture Flux). 113 
This work aims to design and develop a RFA procedure for extreme rainfall for the 114 
island of Sicily, Italy, and to produce updated growth curves based on the selection of 115 
suitable procedures which take data availability together with the climatic features of 116 
the area into account. In previous work for Sicily for daily and sub-daily precipitation 117 
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(Cannarozzo et al., 1995; Lo Conti et al., 2007), the choice of the number and size of 118 
homogeneous regions were made using subjective hydrological criteria, mainly based 119 
on the grouping of catchment boundaries. Here, an objective method is developed to 120 
identify homogeneous regions for Sicily based on the identification of the most 121 
representative statistical distribution of the rainfall characteristics. The opportunity of 122 
revising this application for the area of Sicily is supported by the need for an update of 123 
previous methodology considering both a more exhaustive dataset and more complete 124 
methodological analysis. An assessment of accuracy is also performed in order to verify 125 
the suitability of results. 126 
The structure of the manuscript is as follows: Sect. 2 describes the area of study and the 127 
rainfall dataset used in the analysis; Sect. 3 introduces the methodology, the derived 128 
rainfall variables screened for the analysis and the identification of homogenous regions 129 
with the respectively fitted frequency distributions. Sect. 4 reports the discussion of the 130 
results, concerning the methodology used. Finally, the relevant conclusions arising 131 
from this study are reported in Sect. 5. 132 
 133 
2  Area of study and dataset  134 
2.1  Climatology of Sicily 135 
Sicily, located in the Mediterranean Sea (36  N to 38  N, 12  E to 15  E), is the largest 136 
island of Italy with an area of ~25.000 km2 (Figure 1). Climate and morphology in Sicily 137 
combine to determine a prevalence of small river basins, mainly characterized by 138 
ephemeral hydrological regimes (Caracciolo et al., 2017; Pumo et al., 2014). Over the 139 
island, the mean annual precipitation (MAP) is ~715 mm with a summer and a winter 140 
season. Rainfall is concentrated in the winter months while July-August are usually 141 
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rainless. The MAP is spatially variable and can reach 1500 mm in the north-east, while 142 
an average of 400 mm is observed in the south-east (Di Piazza et al., 2011; Viola et al., 143 
2016). The mean annual temperature ranges from 11  C to 20  C (Di Piazza et al., 144 
2015). The lowest temperatures are registered in the mountain ranges while the highest 145 
temperatures occur along the coasts. In particular, the south coast has the driest and 146 
warmest climate. 147 
 148 
2.2  Rainfall dataset 149 
In order to develop the RFA, the extreme rainfall data published by the local 150 
hydrological observatory (i.e., Osservatorio delle Acque, Regione Sicilia) have been 151 
obtained (see Table S1 in the Supporting Material). Extreme events are described by 152 
means of annual maxima at durations of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h (AMR d ) and 24h maxima 153 
are also derived separately from the daily rainfall totals (DR). There are a total of 314 154 
stations for dAMR and DR data used for the analysis spanning the period 1928-2010 155 
(Figure 1); other statistical details such as trends and daily rainfall properties in terms 156 
of frequency and intensity features may be found in Arnone et al., (2013). 157 
Some stations have many temporal gaps due to non-operative periods. A time window 158 
with a maximum number of operating stations can be identified between 1972 and 2003 159 
and has been selected for the identification of homogeneous regions. The dataset for the 160 
identification of homogenous regions therefore comprises 124 stations, each with a 161 
minimum record length of 20 years. For the subsequent analyses, i.e. assessment of the 162 
growth curves, and of the “scaling factors” (i.e. index values), all stations with at least 163 
10 years of operation have been used (additional information in Section 1 in the 164 
Supporting Material). 165 
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 166 
3  Methodology 167 
The RFA is carried out using the index flood methodology (Dalrymple, 1960; Basu and 168 
Srinivas, 2015): an efficient method of pooling summary statistics from the data sample 169 
to estimate the parameters of a frequency distribution. The assumption made by this 170 
method is that sites can be grouped into homogeneous regions and that the frequency 171 
distribution of the different sites is identical except for a site-specific scaling factor, 172 
called the “scale factor” (or index value). One of the most used applications of RFA is 173 
the analysis of precipitation and this provides the basis for the creation of rainfall DDF 174 
curves. As indicated, DDF curves, which describe rainfall depth as a function of 175 
duration for given return periods, are essential for the design of hydraulic infrastructure. 176 
Considering an extreme rainfall dataset constituted by rainfall depths for several 177 
durations, the index value for a homogeneous region can be expressed as:  178 
),()(=),(, TdhdTdH riri   (1) 179 
where ),(, TdH ri  is the rainfall depth of fixed duration d and return period T for the i-180 
th station belonging to a homogeneous region r; hr(d,T) represents the so-called regional 181 
“growth curve” and is equal to a dimensionless quantile, with return period equal to T 182 
for the entire region r and relative to a given duration; )(di  is the mean rainfall depth 183 
for a fixed duration for the i-th station, which is usually modelled with a power-law of 184 
duration. 185 
A consolidated approach to perform RFA considers the mean factor )(di  to be 186 
spatially variable at the local scale, and is usually modelled by means of a spatial 187 
interpolation of site data. The proper regional approach is then referred to as the analysis 188 
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of the growth curve, given by the fitting of a statistical frequency distribution whose 189 
parameters are estimated considering several spatial levels of pooling. These levels are 190 
considered for the average computation of the sampling statistics needed for the 191 
estimation of the frequency distribution parameters. It follows from simple 192 
considerations of the statistical variability of a spatially distributed variable, that the 193 
higher the degree of the statistics, the larger the spatial aggregation level that can be 194 
pursued. Consequently, RFA is usually articulated considering several regionalization 195 
levels corresponding to the identification of homogeneous regions for different 196 
sampling statistics needed for the calibration of the growth curve (Gabriele and Arnell, 197 
1991).  198 
The procedure adopted in this study is performed in three main steps. Initially, the 199 
selection of supporting variables is undertaken – these are rainfall characteristics 200 
additional to those of extremes that are used for the characterization of homogeneous 201 
zones. Then, these variables are analyzed for the identification of homogeneous zones 202 
using a cluster analysis for the pooling of stations. Finally, based on the homogeneous 203 
zones identified, a list of candidate frequency distributions for the modeling of the 204 
growth curve are selected and their parameters estimated while the index value is 205 
estimated by means of a spatial interpolation procedure. The growth curves are 206 
evaluated with a specific procedure providing a measure of their accuracy. 207 
A flow diagram describing the main steps of the methodology is shown in Figure 2. 208 
Details concerning each element of the procedure are described in the following sub-209 
sections. 210 
 211 
3.1  Selection of supporting variables for the RFA 212 
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RFA is often supported by the use of additional rainfall characteristics for the 213 
characterization of homogeneous zones which can be selected considering several 214 
criteria.  Following a classification proposed by Hosking and Wallis (2005), 215 
supporting variables can be both quantities calculated from the variable of interest (i.e., 216 
extreme rainfall), denoted as at-site statistics (e.g., statistics and quantiles of annual 217 
maxima rainfall depth), and other site descriptors indicated as site characteristics (e.g., 218 
geographical characteristics). At-site statistics are derived from the observation of 219 
events providing a description of the characteristics of extreme precipitation. This 220 
representation can be used to drive the selection of variables needed for the 221 
identification of homogeneous regions for RFA. In environmental applications site 222 
characteristics would typically include the location, its elevation, and other physical 223 
properties associated with the site. Indeed, site characteristics can be seen as quantities 224 
that are known even before any data are measured at a site. However, it is reasonable 225 
to include among the site characteristics some quantities that are estimated from data 226 
measured at site, if these measurements are not too highly correlated with the variable 227 
values themselves (Hosking and Wallis, 2005). Meteorological and climate features can 228 
be considered as the forcing factors for extreme rainfall events and site characteristics 229 
can contribute to the delineation of these meteo-climatic forcings. Indeed, some site 230 
characteristics can be directly associated with the extreme events for particular cases, 231 
e.g., for dynamics strongly influenced by orographic and geographical elements. 232 
Here, we separately consider meteo-climatic variables as a third category of 233 
information that can be introduced in the analysis (although they can be considered as 234 
site characteristics based on the original classification). They can describe features of 235 
hydrometeorology associated with extreme events or the average climatic conditions 236 
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(Gabriele and Chiaravalloti, 2013). 237 
Both meteo-climatic variables and site characteristics potentially can be evaluated on 238 
a larger and more continuous spatial domain, whereas at-site statistics are available just 239 
at station locations. 240 
The selection of supporting variables (Figure 2) has been performed by considering 241 
several possible candidate variables, evaluating possible correlation among them, their 242 
a priori relevance for the characterization of rainfall extreme features, and data 243 
availability. The selected variables are listed in Table 1: the rain gauge elevation Z; the 244 
average annual maxima rainfall depth with duration d (AMRd); the mean annual number 245 
of dry days (nDry); the ratio between summer rainfall (i.e., April-September cumulative 246 
rainfall ) and the winter rainfall (i.e., October-March cumulative rainfall ( RwRs/ ). In 247 
order to describe the seasonality of extreme rainfall events, in addition to RwRs/ , two 248 
indices,   and r, computed as directional statistics of dates of annual maxima (Fisher, 249 
1993; Magilligan and Graber, 1996; Mardia, 1975) have been added in this analysis. 250 
These two indices, which have been evaluated using the procedure described by Burn 251 
(1997), represent a measure of the average time of occurrence of rainfall events ( ) and 252 
a measure of their spread (r). These variables can be considered as proxies of a 253 
meteorological classification of extremes because different precipitation mechanisms 254 
may be associated with different periods of occurrence.  255 
 256 
3.2  Identification of homogeneous regions 257 
The ensemble of selected variables were used as inputs to the PCA (Figure 2), whose 258 
primary purpose is to reduce the number of variables taken into account in the 259 
identification of homogeneous regions. PCA is particularly useful when a data 260 
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reduction procedure is needed with regard to an underlying causal structure that is 261 
responsible for co-variation in the data. The new variables obtained after PCA, i.e., the 262 
principal components (PCs), are provided as input for the subsequent cluster analysis 263 
(CA). 264 
In addition to the PCs the normalized latitude and longitude of each station are also 265 
used in the CA to support the grouping of spatially continuous regions. The CA has 266 
been performed using k-means clustering (Hartigan and Wong, 1979). The k-means 267 
algorithm uses an iterative partitioning technique that alternates two steps and starts 268 
from a random positioning of group centers. Firstly, each observation is assigned to the 269 
nearest cluster, then the new group centers are calculated as the centroids of 270 
observations collected within each group. The algorithm converges when this 271 
displacement is not significant. Since this method requires the choice of an output 272 
number of classes (i.e. clusters), its application has been combined with the silhouette 273 
values method (Rousseeuw, 1987) which allows an evaluation of the optimal number 274 
of classes based on the computation of the quantity, )(is :  275 
)}(),({
)()(
=)(
ibiamax
iaib
is

 (2) 276 
where )(ia  is the average dissimilarity of the thi   station with all the other data 277 
within the same cluster; )(ib  is the lowest average dissimilarity of the thi   station 278 
with any other cluster of which the i-th station is not a member. Values of )(is  279 
therefore measure the homogeneity of the i-th station within its cluster with respect to 280 
the other stations. The results, in terms of the most suitable number of classes, can be 281 
accomplished on the basis of the average value of )(is . 282 
Once a set of regions has been defined, it is necessary to verify their homogeneity 283 
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(Figure 2). In this study two hetereogenity tests have been used along with a 284 
discordancy measure for identifying unusual sites in a region. Two tests, suggested by 285 
Hosking and Wallis (1993), are the discordance measure test for each station and the 286 
heterogeneity test. The third is the bootstrap Anderson-Darling test (Scholz and 287 
Stephens, 1987) which is adopted as an alternative test of homogeneity. 288 
The discordance measure is based on the computation of the spread of station statistics 289 
and the identification of anomalous stations as those particularly different with respect 290 
to average values in the same group. The test of heterogeneity, indicated as HW, 291 
provides a criterion for the evaluation of the homogeneity of a group of stations and 292 
compares the variability of statistics, in terms of the sample L-moments, with that of a 293 
parent distribution assumed to be a four-parameter kappa. It considers three 294 
characterizations of groups corresponding to a different selection of statistics, i.e., 295 
considering only the L-coefficient of variation (i.e. L-CV) ( 1HW ), the L-CV and L-296 
skewness ( 2HW ), the L-skewness and L-kurtosis ( 3HW ). Finally, the bootstrap 297 
Anderson-Darling (AD) test compares the difference between the empirical distribution 298 
of each station with that of the group computed from their ranks. Results of the test are 299 
based on the comparison with reference values reported by Scholz and Stephens (1987).  300 
Viglione et al., (2007) have shown that the heterogeneity measure proposed by Hosking 301 
and Wallis (2005) 1HW  is preferable when skewness is low (< 0.23 as suggested by 302 
authors), while the bootstrap Anderson-Darling test (AD) should be used for more 303 
highly skewed regions. 304 
 305 
3.3  Fitting of frequency distributions relative to the growth curve 306 
After homogeneous regions have been identified, the next step is to test whether a given 307 
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distribution fits the data sufficiently well (Figure 2). A related aim is the selection, from 308 
a number of candidate distributions, of those giving the best fit to the data. This 309 
evaluation has been accomplished through the goodness-of-fit procedure based on the 310 
computation of the performance metric, DISTZ (Hosking and Wallis, 2005). 311 
There are many distributions that might be candidates for fitting extremes. Their 312 
suitability as candidates may be evaluated by considering their ability to reproduce 313 
features of the data that are of particular importance in modelling. The goodness-of-fit 314 
is initially evaluated for each homogeneous region for four different probability 315 
distributions: Generalized Logistic (GLO), Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), Log-316 
Normal with three parameters (LN3), and Pearson type III (PE3). 317 
Once the suitable probability distributions have been selected by means of DISTZ , their 318 
parameters are fitted based on the homogeneous zones previously identified through the 319 
L-moments method (Hosking and Wallis, 2005). 320 
Finally, for each homogeneous region previously identified, the growth curves 321 
),( dThr for the selected distributions were obtained by using ThF dr 1/1=)( ,   and 322 
evaluating the quantiles drh ,  as a function of the return period T. 323 
In order to evaluate the reliability of the results relative to the estimated quantiles and 324 
their associated uncertainty, the probability distributions at sites, fitted through the L-325 
moments method, have been used to extract a random sample considering real record 326 
lengths. Next, the regional frequency distributions specified have been fitted to the 327 
selected data. The estimated dimensionless quantiles of the growth curves, sampled 328 
from random data, have been compared, and accuracy measures have been calculated 329 
for the estimators. A total of 10,000 realizations for each region have been obtained and 330 
the regional L-moment algorithm has been used to fit the three different identified 331 
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distributions to the data generated by each realization. 332 
In the simulation procedure, quantiles are calculated for various non-exceedance 333 
probabilities. At the m-th repetition, for the site-i, the estimated regional growth curve 334 
)(ˆ Fhi and the quantile for non-exceedance probability F is )(
ˆ Fhmi . The relative error 335 
of this estimate is   )(ˆ/)(ˆ)(ˆ( FhFhFh iimi  . This quantity can be squared and averaged 336 
over all M repetitions to approximate the relative RMSE of the estimators. The relative 337 
BIAS and relative RMSE are approximated, for large M, by 338 
  )(ˆ/)(ˆ)(ˆ(=)(
1=
1 FhFhFhMFBIAS ii
m
i
M
m
i     (3) 339 
 
1/2
2
1=
1 )(ˆ))/(ˆ)(ˆ(=)( 





 FhFhFhMFRMSE iimi
M
m
i
 (4) 340 
A summary of the accuracy of estimate of the quantiles, overall on the Nr sites belonging 341 
to the region r, is provided by the regional average relative BIASr(F) and RMSEr(F) of 342 
the estimated dimensionless quantile which are evaluated by:    343 
)(=)(
1=
1
FBIASNFBIAS i
N
i
r
r
r


 (5)344 
)(=)(
1=
1
FRMSENFRMSE i
N
i
r
r
r


 (6)  345 
The )(FBIAS
r
measures the tendency of the simulated dimensionless quantiles to be 346 
uniformly higher or lower than the whole region while )(FRMSE
r
 measures the 347 
overall deviation of the simulated dimensionless quantiles from the true quantiles. 348 
 349 
3.4 Estimation of the index value 350 
In order to achieve the estimate of quantiles relative to extreme rainfall depths following 351 
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the index value methodology, a model for the estimate of the index value )(di  has 352 
been developed. The spatial scale of reference for this information can be identified at 353 
a finer resolution than that of the growth curve, based on the homogeneous zones, by 354 
means of a spatial interpolation of sample values evaluated at gauged sites. It can be 355 
observed that the estimate of at-site statistics relative to the index value, i.e. first order 356 
statistics, is more robust than statistics relative to the growth curve (i.e., second to fourth 357 
order statistics). These factors support the suitability of the strategy for the estimation 358 
of the index value based on the spatial interpolation of site-statistics. 359 
 360 
4  Results and discussion 361 
4.1  Variable selection and climatic characteristics 362 
Variables identified in Section 3.1 have been evaluated for the stations considered in 363 
the analysis under the assumption that these provide a suitable information framework 364 
for the inference of the spatial and statistical distribution of extreme precipitation 365 
events. The mean annual maxima, dAMR , for different durations, have been computed 366 
directly from the extreme rainfall dataset; nDry and RwRs/  have been obtained from 367 
the daily rainfall dataset as have d  and dr . The analysis of d  and dr  values 368 
indicates that rainfall extreme event occurrences tend to shift from the autumn season 369 
to winter as rainfall duration increases. The mean values of the directional statistics for 370 
each duration have been averaged and reported in Figure 3. The partition of short and 371 
long extreme events respectively in the autumn and the winter periods may be explained 372 
by the meteorological mechanisms at their origin; i.e., convective events are usually 373 
observed at short durations occurring at the beginning of autumn, while stratiform 374 
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events are generally at longer durations and are observed mainly in winter (Gabriele 375 
and Chiaravalloti, 2013). 376 
 377 
4.2  Identification of homogeneous regions 378 
4.2.1  PCA applied to selected variables 379 
Results of a PCA are usually discussed in terms of component scores or principal 380 
components, sometimes called factor scores, that represent the transformed variable 381 
values corresponding to a particular data point while the loadings represent the weight 382 
by which each standardized original variable (one for each duration) should be 383 
multiplied to provide the component score.  Here, five groups of each variable, one 384 
for each duration, were analyzed through PCA. 385 
The residual percent variance method was used to select the PCs obtained from the 386 
analysis. This method is based on the idea that the residual variance should reach a 387 
steady state when the factors begin to account for random errors (Valle et al., 1999). In 388 
this study, it was decided to retain the PCs which accounted for at least 95% of the total 389 
variance in the input dataset, analysing the values obtained separately for the variables 390 
corresponding to the different durations. 391 
The resultant residual variance values (Table 2) indicate that the first five PCs, for each 392 
duration, explain ~ 95% of data variance and, therefore, have been selected for the 393 
subsequent analyses. The retained components show roughly the same proportional 394 
contribution to the variance. For this reason, it was considered reasonable to derive a 395 
single group of regions able to explain and summarize the characteristics relative to all 396 
durations. Loading values (Table 3) indicate how the different PCs are related to the 397 
original variables, i.e. PC1 can be interpreted as a descriptor of the morphology, PC2 398 
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related to the seasonality and PC3 linked to the magnitude of the event. 399 
 400 
4.2.2  k-means algorithm 401 
As indicated previously, CA has been carried out with the k-means clustering method 402 
(Hartigan and Wong, 1979) using as input the loadings from the PCA along with the 403 
normalized latitude and longitude of each station to support the grouping of continuous 404 
regions. 405 
In this study, the possible range of a number of classes k has been selected considering 406 
the minimum and maximum number of regions used in previous studies in Sicily 407 
(Cannarozzo et al., 1995; Lo Conti et al., 2007; Gabriele and Chiaravalloti, 2013), 408 
leading to 3=mink  and 8=maxk . The k-means algorithm has been repeated for each 409 
k value in this range and, finally, the silhouette method (Section 3.2) has been used to 410 
evaluate the k value that provides the best grouping of stations.  411 
Table 4 lists the minimum, maximum and average values of the silhouette. The average 412 
value in particular may be used to select the “appropriate” number of regions. Analysing 413 
the values in the table (see even the Section 2 in the Supporting Material), the most 414 
robust and optimal solution is obtained for k=6, where the silhouette value is higher 415 
than those characterising other k values. The silhouette value for k=8 has a mean value 416 
equal to that of k=6, but this includes a cluster of only 4 stations so this possible solution 417 
was discarded, while k=6 was preferred to k=3 after the evaluation of minimum and 418 
maximum values. 419 
To derive a resource for the inference of extreme precipitation frequency distributions 420 
continuously for the entire area of study, the area has been divided into zones based on 421 
groups retrieved from the output of the CA. The delimitation of these zones has been 422 
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performed considering watershed boundaries pursuing the best grouping of stations of 423 
each class. 424 
The final configuration of the regions obtained from the CA is shown in Figure 4(a) 425 
while the climatic characteristics of each region are summarized in Figure 4(b) and 426 
Table 5. Two regions (North West and Centre North) are characterised by a greater 427 
number of stations than the others while North East region includes only 10 stations. It 428 
should be noted that a low number of stations could produce greater uncertainty in the 429 
growth curve assessment when compared to regions with a higher number of stations. 430 
 431 
4.2.3  Test of regional homogeneity 432 
The two hetereogenity tests described in Section 3.2 have been applied to the regions 433 
identified through the CA. Almost all regions for the different durations are confirmed 434 
as being homogeneous (Table 6). Results relative to the HW1 value for the North Central 435 
region and the hourly duration, suggest possible heterogeneity. The Centre South region 436 
is also identified as “possibly heterogeneous” for 6h and 12h durations, although it has 437 
no stations with discordant values as evaluated by the discordance measure. In other 438 
cases, some stations with discordant values were identified within a region, but the test 439 
of homogeneity assessed the region as “definitively homogeneous" and therefore the 440 
stations have not been excluded from the subsequent analysis.  However, since it is 441 
difficult, in practice, to ensure that all sites used in a particular application of RFA 442 
constitute a region that is “definitively homogeneous”, additional assessment of their 443 
accuracy is necessary. 444 
Regional L-moments averaged over the entire area (i.e. Sicily) were evaluated and 445 
homogeneity tests applied to verify their variability (Table 7). Values of 3HW , 446 
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obtained by L-skewness and L-kurtosis, suggest that for 1h, 3h, and 6h, durations the 447 
Sicily as a whole is not “definitely heterogeneous”; while data at the 12 h and 24h 448 
durations is demonstrated “acceptably homogeneous”. These results highlight as L-449 
skewness and L-kurtosis values can be assumed homogeneous at this spatial level (i.e. 450 
the entire Sicilian island). 451 
Several works (Cannarozzo et al., 1995; Gabriele and Arnell, 1991; Rossi et al., 1984) 452 
proposed a procedure that involved a hierarchy of regions. Relatively large regions are 453 
defined over which the L-moments of higher order statistics (L-skewness and L-454 
kurtosis) are assumed to be constant, and these regions are subdivided into smaller 455 
regions over which the dispersion parameter (L-CV) is assumed to be constant. 456 
In summary, there are consequently three hierarchical levels of the proposed RFA that 457 
have been obtained from this analysis: 458 
 L-skewness and L-kurtosis have been assumed homogeneous for the study area 459 
as a whole (i.e., Sicily);  460 
 L-CV is homogeneous for each region identified through CA;  461 
 first order statistics and, consequently, the index value, are variable at the site 462 
scale. 463 
    464 
4.3  Selection of probability distributions and fitting of growth curves 465 
The estimation of a goodness-of-fit measure, for the selection of suitable distributions, 466 
involves the computation of the sampling variability of L-moment ratios in a 467 
homogeneous region whose record lengths and average L-moment ratios match those 468 
of the data. In the hypothesis that the region is homogeneous and data at different sites 469 
are statistically independent, if one of the distributions correspond to the “true” 470 
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distribution, its goodness-of-fit measure should have approximately a standard normal 471 
distribution. In this application, the sampling variability has been estimated by a Monte 472 
Carlo simulation using 1,000 replications for each single distribution. 473 
The goodness-of-fit measure has been applied to each region and for each duration. The 474 
DISTZ statistics for the four candidate distributions are shown in Table 8, indicating that 475 
the LN3 and the GEV distributions provide acceptably close fits to the regional average 476 
L-moments. For the GLO and PE3 distributions, the test was passed only for some 477 
durations and regions and, for this reason, these have not been further considered in the 478 
analysis. 479 
In order to compare this study with previous works carried out for Sicily (Cannarozzo 480 
et al., 1995; Lo Conti et al., 2007) the Two Components Extreme Value (TCEV) 481 
distribution was also considered. The TCEV distribution can be interpreted as the 482 
cumulative density function of the annual maximum for a poisson process composed of 483 
a mixture of two independent populations. Theoretical properties of TCEV distribution 484 
have been investigated by Rossi et al., (1984) and Beran (1986). 485 
The three frequency distributions were fitted to the station data of each homogeneous 486 
region for each duration after scaling data by the at-site scaling factor (i.e. index value 487 
here chosen equal to the median values). 488 
Before fitting the chosen distributions, an analysis of the dependence of the L-moments 489 
on the duration was carried out to verify the existence of a possible correlation between 490 
L-moments and duration.  Values of statistics calculated for Sicily as a whole show 491 
low variability with duration (Table 7); this behaviour is also confirmed from the 492 
analysis of Figure 5(a) relative to L-kurtosis and L-skewness. For both L-moments the 493 
hourly statistics show a different behaviour relative to other durations confirming the 494 
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peculiarity of hourly events, as was highlighted by the PC loadings. This behaviour 495 
could be due to errors present in the recorded data related to the nature of short duration 496 
extremes, the limited spatial extent of the events and/or the intensity of the event itself. 497 
Similarly, Figure 5(b) shows a different behaviour of the L-CV at the 1h duration for 498 
the six different sub-regions. The L-CVs for the North West and the Centre South 499 
regions show a possible dependence on the duration; in particular the latter region which 500 
could be due to the “possibly heterogeneous” behaviour that this region has already 501 
shown during the test of homogeneity. 502 
As a consequence of this analysis, the parameters of the distributions have been 503 
evaluated through the hierarchical levels previously indicated and, for each station, 504 
averaged statistics across the different durations, excluding the hourly values, have been 505 
considered. 506 
The first two levels of regionalization allow for the assessment of regional growth 507 
curves shown in Figure 6 for each distribution and for each region; these curves are 508 
similar to each other for return periods less than 100 years, while for longer return 509 
periods, the distributions provide different values. In particular, the GEV distribution 510 
provides the highest quantiles while the TCEV is characterized by the lowest. 511 
Table 9 summarises the parameters for the fitted distributions. A comparison with the 512 
work of Lo Conti et al., (2007) shows that the shape parameter for the GEV distribution 513 
was 0.1323=  , while here 0.091=  . In the case of the TCEV distribution, the 514 
parameters *  and *  are different from those estimated by Lo Conti et al., (2007), 515 
which were 0.71 and 2.24 respectively. These differences may be due to the use of 516 
different datasets in the two analyses. 517 
The difference between the growth curves provided by comparison with the previous 518 
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works does not exceed 20% for the higher return periods and 10% for return periods 519 
lower than 100 years. These differences could be due to both the different 520 
regionalization used in the processing and to the different dataset used in the assessment 521 
of the growth curves (see Section 3 in the Supporting Material). 522 
In order to evaluate differences between the performance of each distribution, the 523 
accuracy procedure, described in Section 3.5 was applied. For each region, the accuracy 524 
was assessed by means of BIASR(F) and the relative RMSER(F) values for each 525 
probability distribution. The values of the relative RBIAS (Figure 7(a)) indicated a 526 
negative bias for the LN3 and GEV distributions and close to zero or positive for the 527 
TCEV distribution which produced the lowest absolute values. 528 
TCEV also provides the best result in terms of RRMSE (Figure 7(b)), particularly for 529 
higher return periods. This behaviour could be due to the structure of the distribution 530 
given by the product of two EV1 distributions (thus four parameters). For higher return 531 
periods, the difference between the TCEV and the other distributions is lower for the 532 
North East and North Central regions. The Centre South region shows the worst 533 
performance on both measures of accuracy, especially for GEV and LN3, probably due 534 
its “possibly heterogeneous” nature. 535 
In order to verify that distributions derived without considering events of hourly 536 
duration produce suitable results, an additional evaluation has been carried out. A 537 
sample of 1,000 L-moment ratio values have been drawn, using a Monte Carlo 538 
technique, from distributions specifically fitted to hourly AMAX data. Then, 539 
dimensionless quantiles were generated for each distribution and compared with their 540 
respective growth curves derived not considering hourly data. Figure 8(a-c) shows, for 541 
each distribution, that the hourly CDF of generated dimensionless quantiles follows the 542 
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pattern of the regional CDF derived without considering the hourly data. The CDFs of 543 
the quantiles for the LN3 and TCEV distributions show a lower dispersion than GEV 544 
around the regional CDF; therefore, estimates relative to the hourly duration are 545 
confirmed to be sufficiently reliable as those obtained for other durations (i.e., 3h, 6h, 546 
12h and 24h). 547 
 548 
4.4  Fitting of the index-value 549 
The final step of the hierarchical procedure aims to determine a regional criterion to 550 
estimate  di  (the scale factor for fixed duration d at the i-th location) for ungauged 551 
sites or for sites with short records. For the estimation of DDF curves in gauged sites, 552 
the values of  di  can be set equal to the sample estimate  dmi  obtained from 553 
recorded data (e.g. mean or median). In general, for each recording raingauge,  dmi  554 
can be obtained using a power law of duration:  555 
  inii dadm =  (7) 556 
in which ai and ni are site-specific parameters. 557 
In order to evaluate the parameters ai and ni, even at ungauged sites, a spatial 558 
interpolation of such parameters is necessary starting from the values evaluated at 559 
gauged sites. In this case, a procedure of spatial interpolation was evaluated considering 560 
all stations available in the dataset and considering the temporal range 1928-2011, 561 
excluding only stations with an operative period shorter than 10 years (the resulting 562 
number of stations used is 285). 563 
Some studies have shown that the site elevation cannot be used as a unique predictor 564 
variable of the spatial variation for the parameter ai, while the index ni has shown a 565 
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weak correlation with elevation. Daly (2006) showed that mean annual precipitation 566 
(MAP) is usually better correlated with extreme precipitation frequency in a local area 567 
than elevation, which is typically used as the underlying variable. 568 
An analysis of the correlation, performed by evaluating the coefficient of determination 569 
2R  between MAP and a central tendency measure (mean or median) of annual 570 
maximum rainfall depth for different durations was carried out at the gauged sites. This 571 
showed that the median provides correlations higher than the mean and that 24h extreme 572 
values are more highly correlated to MAP than shorter durations. 573 
Based on these results, the regression relationship for 24a  (evaluated as the median 574 
value of 24h extreme rainfall depths) vs. MAP takes the form  575 
aRESMAPa  0124 =   (8) 576 
where 
1  is the slope and 0  is the intercept of the regression equation and aRES  577 
is the residual (or fitting deviation) which represents an observable estimate of the 578 
unobservable statistical error. aRES  can be obtained by the difference between the 579 
observable sample and the values estimated by regression analysis. 580 
The same procedure was used for the assessment of parameter n obtained through the 581 
linear regression from the median values. In this case, the relationship with the MAP is 582 
weaker. The regression function for n vs. MAP takes the form  583 
nnn RESMAPn  01=   (9) 584 
where n1  is the slope and n0  is the intercept of the regression equation and nRES  585 
is the residual. 586 
The spatial interpolation of the residuals ( aRES  and nRES ) was achieved by Ordinary 587 
Kriging and the final maps were obtained by a simple operation of map algebra - adding 588 
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the map of spatially interpolated residuals to the map obtained from regression analysis. 589 
This analysis was applied to the entire spatial domain of the study area, using a MAP 590 
layer with a resolution of 1 km as estimated through the procedure described by Di 591 
Piazza et al., (2011) for Sicily. 592 
The estimate of  dmi  was achieved using 24a  instead of a, with a relationship 593 
derived from Equation (7), as follows:  594 
  .
24
= 24
n
d
adm 





 (10) 595 
In order to evaluate the performance, the median values for each duration obtained by 596 
Equation 10 were compared with values calculated directly from the data at gauged 597 
sites (Figure 9). This clearly highlights the best performances (highest correlations) are 598 
obtained for the longer durations. The maps of the two parameters 24a  and n , 599 
obtained through spatial interpolation, are shown in Figure 10. 600 
 601 
5  Summary and conclusions 602 
This study presents a RFA of extreme rainfall events for the island of Sicily (Italy). The 603 
main aim was to provide up-to-date growth curves and index value parameter maps that 604 
enable the estimation of precipitation quantiles for the management of hydrological 605 
risk, the design of hydraulic infrastructure and other engineering applications. 606 
Improvements provided by this study, with respect to previous analyses for the same 607 
area (Cannarozzo et al., 1995; Lo Conti et al., 2007), comprise the adoption of an 608 
updated and more complete rainfall dataset, the introduction of several auxiliary 609 
variables for the identification of homogeneous zones, and the climatological analysis 610 
of both the extreme rainfall dataset and these auxiliary variables. The latter includes the 611 
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analysis of characteristics of extreme rainfall events (e.g. seasonality) that could be used 612 
as insightful information for further investigations about the effects of climate change, 613 
including for similar locations in the Mediterranean region. 614 
The analysis has been undertaken using the “index flood” method. Parameters of the 615 
growth curve and the index value were estimated using a hierarchical regional approach 616 
with different spatial aggregation levels. This confirmed the homogeneity of the island 617 
with respect to high-order statistics (L-skewness and L-kurtosis) while six regions have 618 
been identified as homogeneous with respect to dispersion statistics (L-CV). Finally, 619 
first order statistics, expressed by means of the index value, were referred to the local 620 
scale and represented by a spatial interpolation procedure of at-site data. 621 
The growth curve analysis led to the selection of three probability distributions: the 622 
Log-Normal with three parameters (LN3), the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), and 623 
the Two Component Extreme Value (TCEV). Parameters of these distributions were 624 
fitted using L-moments and by considering the first two spatial aggregation levels 625 
derived from the regional analysis. For low return periods, growth curves for different 626 
distributions do not differ considerably from each other. However, there are larger 627 
differences for high return periods. A quantitative accuracy analysis revealed that 628 
TCEV is able to provide the best fit with respect to gauge data empirical distributions 629 
evaluated with a Monte Carlo experiment. However, since this distribution is 630 
characterized by a greater number of parameters with respect to other distributions, the 631 
possibility of over-parameterization, by excessive fitting of data that does not allow the 632 
best theoretical shape of the phenomenon analyzed should be considered. Results for 633 
different regions do not effectively differ from each other, confirming the good 634 
performance of the regional aggregation even for regions with weaker performances in 635 
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terms of statistical homogeneity. Distribution parameters were estimated for average 636 
values from 3h to 24h durations, excluding hourly values, which are most affected by 637 
spatial sampling issues. 638 
The index value was then estimated based on relationships between parameters of the 639 
index value-duration relationship and MAP values. The spatial representation of these 640 
parameters was achieved by accounting for a further spatial interpolation of residuals 641 
obtained at stations. This approach is able to produce more accurate estimates of the 642 
index value at ungauged sites: the simple mean of the gauged sites often underestimates 643 
the effects of its spatial distribution, producing relevant effects on the estimate of final 644 
quantiles. 645 
This work provides an updated resource for the modeling of extreme precipitation for 646 
Sicily, with an improved methodology with respect to previous works both in terms of 647 
the definition of homogeneous zones and parameters of the frequency distributions and 648 
evaluation of quantile accuracy. It provides a demonstration of the improved 649 
identification of DDF parameters and their spatial distribution. Results of the analysis 650 
could represent an operative reference for engineering applications and provide the 651 
scope for further scientific analyses. 652 
Among the possible developments of this study, the analysis of the effects of climate 653 
change on extremes deserves particular attention. Recent analyses of climate change 654 
effects on extreme precipitation have shown a tendency for increases in the intensity of 655 
extremes with simultaneous decreases of mean annual precipitation. For this reason, 656 
there needs to be increased attention on the management and planning of future 657 
hydraulic infrastructure. In practical applications, in order to reduce the damage and 658 
loss of human lives in the future, a careful evaluation of the growth curves taking into 659 
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account the projected effects of climate change could be essential. 660 
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 815 
Figure 1: Study area location with digital elevation model and distribution of initial rainfall 816 
stations spanning the period 1928-2010. 817 
 818 
 819 
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 820 
Figure 2 Flow diagram summarising the main steps in the methodology. 821 
 822 
40 
 
 823 
Figure 3: Polar plot for the directional statistics for annual maxima events for each duration. The 824 
vertical axis shows the r  value whereas the colour of the slice represents the percentage of the 825 
event that occurs in each month for fixed duration.    826 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4: Homogeneous regions obtained with the k-means clustering (a) and a 827 
summary of normalized characteristics of each region (b). 828 
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 830 
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(a) 
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(b) 
 832 
Figure 5: Variation of the L-kurtosis and the L-skewness for Sicily (a) and L-CV (b) with 833 
durations. 834 
 835 
 836 
Figure 6: Regional growth curves hr(T) (i.e.. the dimensionless quantile as a function of return 837 
period T).  838 
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(a) relative BIAS 
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(b) relative RMSE 
Figure 7: Relative BIAS (%) (a) and RMSE (%) (b) values for the different fitted distributions. 843 
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(b) GEV 
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(c) TCEV 
 
Figure 8: The hourly CDF of the dimensionless quantiles for LN3 (a), GEV (b), and TCEV (c) 845 
distributions. The red dots show the result of the simulation for the hourly duration while the 846 
black line shows the CDF of the growth curve obtained using other durations. 847 
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 850 
Figure 9: Regression between sample index values (calculated at gauged sites) 851 
and those obtained using a regression relationship (simulated). 852 
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 854 
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Figure 10: Interpolated maps of values of the parameters a24 and n. 856 
 857 
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(a) Parameter a24 
 
(b) Parameter n 
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Tables 859 
 
Table 1: Variables used in rainfall region development where i and d indicate respectively the station 
and the duration (e.g., 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours). 
 
Variable Description 
Zi Station elevation 
AMRd,i Average annual maxima rainfall for fixed duration 
nDryi Number of days < 1 mm 
Rsi/Rwi 
Ratio between total summer rainfall (April - September) and total winter rainfall (October - 
May) 
θi 
Mean date of annual maxima events, represents a measure of the average time of occurrence 
of rainfall events. 
ri Seasonality vector provides a dimensionless measure of the spread of the data. 
 
 
 
Table 2: Percentage variance explained for each duration for the different PCs. Bold values denote those 
lower than selected threshold (5%). The cumulative percentage variance explained is provided in 
brackets. 
 
PC 1h 3h 6h 12h 24h 
1 42.40 (42.40) 37.62 (37.62) 37.75 (37.75) 38.54 (38.54) 40.64 (40.64) 
2 18.93 (61.33) 18.87 (56.49) 21.03 (58.78) 23.03 (61.57) 22.37 (63.01) 
3 13.86 (75.19) 17.78 (74.27) 16.90 (75.68) 15.00 (76.57) 14.10 (77.11) 
4 11.01 (86.19) 11.95 (86.22) 11.15 (86.83) 10.69 (87.27) 10.99 (88.10) 
5 7.71 (93.91) 8.36 (94.58) 8.29 (95.12) 7.82 (95.08) 7.10 (95.21) 
6 6.09 (100.00) 5.42 (100.00) 4.88 (100.00) 4.92 (100.00) 4.79 (100.00) 
860 
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 861 
Table 3: Loadings of each variable within the first five principal components. Bold type indicates the 862 
first two most significant contributing variables. 863 
 864 
Duration 1h 
Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 
Z 0.45 -0.33 0.27 -0.36 0.62 
AMRd -0.32 -0.36 -0.74 -0.43 0.18 
θ -0.42 0.02 0.56 -0.57 -0.04 
r -0.34 -0.56 0.20 0.60 0.34 
nDry -0.34 0.66 -0.08 0.10 0.66 
Rs/Rw 0.53 0.14 -0.15 0.05 0.19 
Duration 3h 
Z -0.48 -0.38 0.14 0.41 -0.44 
AMRd 0.31 -0.57 0.23 -0.65 -0.31 
θ 0.20 -0.62 -0.56 0.36 0.09 
r 0.41 0.05 0.58 0.46 -0.33 
nDry 0.40 0.37 -0.51 0.02 -0.62 
Rs/Rw -0.56 0.08 -0.13 -0.25 -0.46 
Duration 6h 
Z 0.48 -0.20 0.35 -0.57 -0.16 
AMRd -0.17 -0.74 0.09 0.42 -0.4 
θ 0.20 -0.57 -0.59 -0.30 0.38 
r -0.48 -0.16 0.41 -0.53 -0.10 
nDry -0.42 0.18 -0.57 -0.35 -0.49 
Rs/Rw 0.55 0.16 -0.14 0.00 -0.60 
Duration 12h 
Z 0.48 -0.22 0.38 -0.51 0.18 
AMRd -0.04 -0.76 -0.11 0.24 -0.55 
θ 0.36 -0.40 -0.62 -0.08 0.50 
r -0.43 -0.40 0.37 -0.48 0.07 
nDry -0.43 0.14 -0.56 -0.58 -0.16 
Rs/Rw 0.52 0.21 -0.10 -0.33 -0.62 
Duration 24h 
Z 0.47 -0.15 0.45 -0.54 0.05 
AMRd 0.07 -0.77 -0.09 0.26 0.56 
θ 0.40 -0.40 -0.51 -0.08 0.62 
r -0.43 -0.39 0.35 -0.48 0.11 
nDry -0.43 0.02 -0.60 -0.53 -0.17 
Rs/Rw 0.50 0.26 -0.22 -0.35 -0.51 
 865 
 866 
 867 
 868 
 869 
 870 
 871 
 872 
 873 
 874 
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Table 4: Silhouette values (s) related for each observation i for different numbers of regions (k). 875 
 876 
N. 
of region (k) 
Max 
s(i) 
Min 
s(i) 
Mean 
s(i) 
Mean n. 
stations 
Max n. 
stations 
Min n. 
stations 
3 0.34 0.11 0.28 42 60 32 
4 0.34 0.06 0.24 31 23 40 
5 0.37 0.08 0.24 25 13 37 
6 0.35 0.14 0.26 20 10 32 
7 0.25 0.09 0.20 18 10 25 
8 0.41 0.12 0.26 16 4 31 
 877 
 878 
 879 
Table 5: Characteristics of the homogeneous regions 880 
 881 
 882 
Region Stations 
dAMR (mm) Mean annual 
rainfall (mm) 
Mean 
elevation 1h 3h 6h 12h 24h 
SE 18 28 37 46 56 67 586 257 
NC 17 24 34 42 52 63 746 297 
NE 10 33 48 65 80 99 911 373 
NW 31 25 33 39 46 55 573 156 
CN 32 23 31 39 48 58 714 697 
CS 16 23 31 38 46 55 509 473 
All 124 26 36 45 55 66 673 376 
 883 
 884 
Table 6: Results of the test of homogeneity; Anderson-Darling (AD) test are indicated with white 885 
background (upper limit=0.95 – Lskew<0.23), while Hosking and Wallis (HW1) are indicated with grey 886 
background (upper limit=1.00 - Lskew≥0.23). In bold the values that exceed the upper limit (AD=0.95 887 
and HW1=1.00). HW1 is preferable when Lskew is low (< 0.23), while the bootstrap Anderson-Darling 888 
test (AD) should be used for more highly skewed regions (Lskew≥0.23). 889 
 890 
 891 
Region 
 SE NC NE NW CN CS 
1 h 0.66 1.01 -0.01 0.17 0.13 -1.58 
3 h 0.97 0.13 0.41 0.97 0.06 -0.52 
6 h 0.81 0.15 0.00 0.24 0.74 1.55 
12 h 0.10 0.26 0.35 0.62 0.68 1.66 
24 h 0.04 0.07 0.45 -0.73 0.87 0.76 
 892 
 893 
 894 
 895 
 896 
 897 
 898 
 899 
 900 
 901 
 902 
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 903 
Table 7: L-moments and results of test of homogeneity for Sicily as a whole. 904 
 905 
 1 h 3 h 6 h 12 h 24 h 
L-CV 0.242 0.232 0.229 0.234 0.240 
L-skewness 0.199 0.232 0.227 0.230 0.244 
L-kurtosis 0.143 0.169 0.177 0.162 0.168 
HW1 0.85 2.27 2.60 3.23 3.61 
HW2 1.31 1.26 1.35 1.02 0.09 
HW3 1.58 1.86 1.99 1.01 -0.98 
AD 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.73 0.99 
 906 
 907 
Table 8: Simulation results for the goodness of fit measure ZDIST. In bold, the values with |Z| < 1.645 908 
(90% confidence level). The grey background shows the best distributions. 909 
 910 
South East region North West region 
d GLO GEV LN3 PE3 GLO GEV LN3 PE3 
1h 3.66 1.55 1.19 0.35 3.79 1.11 0.56 -0.64 
3h 2.75 1.09 0.50 -0.62 3.27 0.87 0.23 -1.05 
6h 1.76 0.32 -0.35 -1.58 3.05 0.68 0.06 -1.20 
12h 2.59 1.30 0.52 -0.87 2.50 -0.27 -0.68 -1.68 
24h 1.87 0.62 -0.22 -1.70 3.14 0.27 -0.06 -0.98 
North Centre region Centre North region 
1h 3.81 2.08 1.50 0.39 3.13 0.77 0.12 -1.16 
3h 1.06 -0.03 -0.77 -2.06 1.54 -0.27 -1.18 -2.82 
6h 0.94 -0.37 -0.98 -2.08 0.55 -1.27 -2.04 -3.45 
12h 2.71 1.20 0.58 -0.57 2.40 0.50 -0.35 -1.90 
24h 2.01 0.68 0.00 -1.22 2.65 0.84 -0.18 -1.99 
North East region Centre South region 
1h 1.66 0.37 -0.05 -0.84 2.11 0.32 -0.04 -0.83 
3h 1.10 0.22 -0.41 -1.51 1.60 -0.33 -0.58 -1.23 
6h 1.01 0.07 -0.50 -1.52 0.77 -1.09 -1.30 -1.89 
12h 1.59 0.73 0.12 -0.95 2.28 0.57 0.19 -0.62 
24h 1.70 0.76 0.16 -0.91 2.14 0.86 0.20 -1.00 
 911 
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 913 
 914 
 915 
 916 
 917 
 918 
 919 
 920 
 921 
 922 
 923 
 924 
 925 
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Table 9: Summary of parameters for fitted distribution where κ and Λ* represent the shape parameters, α 927 
and Θ* represent the scale parameters and ξ represents the location parameters. 928 
 929 
Distribution Parameters SE NC NE NW CN CS 
LN3 
κ -0.477 
ξ 0.893 0.909 0.892 0.907 0.909 0.910 
α 0.425 0.362 0.428 0.367 0.360 0.357 
GEV 
κ -0.091 
ξ 0.765 0.800 0.764 0.767 0.801 0.803 
α 0.347 0.296 0.349 0.300 0.294 0.292 
TCEV 
Λ* 1.05 
Θ* 1.98 
λ 9.122 18.974 8.865 17.691 19.494 20.305 
α 4.214 4.946 4.185 4.876 4.973 5.014 
 930 
 931 
